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Flaccidity of géométrie index for nonsingular
vector fields

Daniel Asimov

1. Introduction

We consider nonsingular vector fields V on compact connected C°° orientable
manifolds Mn without boundary. It is of interest to find criteria for detecting the

occurrence of closed orbits of V. If we were to look instead at diffeomorphisms

f.M-^M the analogous question would be to find the periodic points of /. We

may at least count the periodic points algebraically via the Lefschetz fixed point
formula, if {jc |/k(x) x} Fix (/*) is finite:

4R)±3). (1)
/k(x) x j=0

Hère if(x) is the local index of the fixed point x of /\ and the right hand side

is, by définition, the Lefschetz number A(fk) of fk.
We define hère an index for nonsingular Morse-Smale (NMS) vector fields [2]

as follows. Let V be an NMS field on M. Let C, 1 < i < r be ail the closed orbits of
V. Let C, g JFfi(M; Z) be the homology class of C, (oriented by V) and let et ±1

be the fixed point index of the Poincaré map induced by the flow of V around Q.
Then we define

J(V)=t eA in Hx(M;Z) (2)
i=i

to be the géométrie index of the NMS field V.

Let Y dénote ail nonsingular vector fields on M, with the C° topology. In
Section 2 we describe some situations where / remains constant over a large open
set or on distinct homotopic NMS vector fields. In particular we show that if V is

the suspension of a Morse-Smale diffeomorphism,- then J(V) is constant through

large perturbations of V.

In Section 3, however, we show by example that if the dimension of M is

greater than 3, then for each aeH^M; Z) and for each homotopy class 2) of
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nonsingular vector fields on M, there exists a Va e 3) such that Va is NMS and

J(Va) a. Fuller's Theorem 1 [8] then imposes conditions on any homotopy
between Va and Vp, a 4= j3. We note that NMS vector fields are structurally stable
[9].

2. Examples

A. Let p:En—>S1 be a smooth oriented fibre bundle with fibre the compact
manifold F""1. Let {VJo^s^i dénote a homotopy of nonsingular vector fields on E
which are never tangent to a fibre. Assume that Vo and Vi are NMS, with
orientable stable and unstable manifolds. Then we hâve

PROPOSITION A.

(3)

Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that for ail (x, s) e E x I we
hâve

Dp(VI(x)) 2ir-*(W, (4)

where Dp.TE-^TS1 is the tangent mapping of p. Let p^.HxE-^HxS1 be the

map on integer homology. Identify HxS1 with Z by sending the counterclockwise

generator to 1. Now set /k(V0) ScleP;1(k) e»C. Then

I Jk(Vo) (5)
k l

and similarly

oo

I Jk(Vt). (6)

Hence the proposition follows from showing Jk(Vo)= Jk(Vi) for ail fc l,
2,....

We notice that by (4) the time-one map (pi of the flow {<Ps}f€R of Vs is a map
9Î:JE-»E which préserves fibres. Similarly for <p£, fc any integer. Let p*(E)
dénote the space {(x, y) e E x E | p(x) p(y)}, the total space of the pullback by p
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of the bundle E-^S1. Then p*(E) fibres over S1 with fibre FxF, via (je, y)>-*
p(x) p(y)eS\ We define the subset zlcp*(£) by A {(*, x)ep*(JB)}. Also let

p : p*(E) -» E be the projection given by p(x, y) x.

Now we may form the map ri : E -» p*(E) deflned by rl(x) (x, <pl(x)). This

map rj is transverse to 4 c p*(E) precisely when the map <pl restricted to any
fibre F has no eigenvalues equal to 1. In particular, this is the case for s 0, 1. It
is clear from the définitions that as a point set, p(r](E) H A) is the union of ail the
closed orbits of V, which go around E once, Le., those closed orbits comprising
Ji(V.),for î 0, 1.

Now considering homology intersection -, we let [A]e Hn(p*(E)) dénote the
fundamental class of the diagonal, Le., the image of [E]e Hn(E) under x •-> (x, x).
Let rl.:Hn(E)-»Hn(p*(E)) and pt'.H^p^E))-* HX(E) dénote the induced

maps on homology. Then

in HtiE) (7)

is an integer homology class independent of s, and so

AJ AJ. (8)

Let /, : F -> F dénote <p] \ F for the fibre F p-1(*) of E. Let y € F be the fixed

point of /, corresponding to the closed orbit Cy of V,. Then Cy contributes

to the class A,1, where

ey det -
\Df{y)

i.e.,

(9)ey

the local fixed point index at y (since 1 is not an eigenvalue of Df(y)). Thus we

hâve shown that

i 0,l (10)

and so by (8) this shows Ji(V0) Ji(Vi).
Now using the fact that we assumed ail stable and unstable manifolds to be

orientable for Vl9 i 0, 1, we may easily check that for i 0, 1, we hâve

Z^(VI)GH1(E). (H)
d\k
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Hère irk :Ék —» E dénotes the canonical fc-fold covering space over E (since E is

a fibre bundle over S1) and V, dénotes the unique lift of V, to a nonsingular
vector field on Ék.

Hence h(Vx) is expressible in terms of irk«Ji(V,) and Jd(Vt) for l<d<Jc.
Now Ji(Vt) is independent of i 0, 1 by the considérations we applied above to
Ji(Vi) (since the homotopy Vs gives rise to a homotopy Vs, 0<s< 1). Hence we
also hâve

irk*/1(Vo) irk.J1(V1) (12)

and by induction, therefore,

MV0) ^Jk(Vi), fc^l. (13)

Hence summing over fc we obtain

asdesired. (14)

Remarks. 1. Proposition A could hâve also been obtained using Fuller's
Theorem 1 of [8].

2. The assumption of orientable stable manifolds insures that Lf,*(y) is

independent of k. If we omitted this assumption the theorem would be false. For
example, the 180° rotation of the 2-sphere S2 may be perturbed to a Morse-
Smale (M.-S.) diffeomorphism / having 2 fixed orientation-reversing saddles (of
index 1) at the pôles, and four alternating sources and sinks of period 2 each (and
index 1) along the equator (see Figure 1). Let fs be a homotopy of / /0 to the

gradient M.-S. diffeomorphism ft given by z »-» z2 for z e S2. Then if Vs are the

corresponding "suspension" vector fields on SxxS2, we hâve

J(V0) 6 but J(Vx) 2,

where we hâve identified Hi(S1xS2) canonically with Z.

Example B. For a second example, consider the 2-torus T2. It follows from [8]
that if Vo, Vi are two NMS vector fields on T2, then they are homotopic through
nonsingular vector fields if and only if J(V0) J(V1).

Example C. We consider the case of a vector field V tangent to the fibres of a

principal circle bundle En over a compact manifold M""1. Let G dénote a small

gradient Morse-Smale vector field on M (not necessarily nonsingular). A choice
of connection on E enables us to lift G to a unique SMnvariant vector field G on
E.
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Figure 1.

It is easy to verify that V V+G is a NMS vector field on E. Furthermore,
considering the cases n odd and n even separately, we may check that in fact

in (15)

where F is the homology class of the oriented fibre F^S1.
By picking topologically distinct gradient fields G one may create countably

many topologically distinct NMS fields on E ail homotopic to one another and ail

having the same géométrie index.

Example D. Let M" hâve the round handle décomposition

M~Qi + Q2H +Qr (16)

where the Q,, 1 < i < r, are round handles of various indices attached successively
(see [2], [3]), and we assume n >4. We may assume M carries a NMS vector field
V compatible with the décomposition.

Then there is an opération which créâtes a new round handle décomposition
and a corresponding compatible vector field V. We introduce a cancelling pair of
round handles in between Q, and Ql+ii

+Qr. (17)
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Hère R1 « S1 x D} x D""'"1 and «^«S^D^xD""'"2. The union
R'UR^^S^ih'Uh1*1) where fi' + Ji'""1 represents a cancelling pair of ordi-
nary handles of dimension n-1. JRJ + JRi+1 is attached in such a way that

Qi+ • • • +Q1 + K/ + jR^1~Q1+ • • • + Q,. (18)

On each of jRj, JR/+1 we define a nonsingular vector field that is essentially the
neighborhood of a single hyperbolic closed orbit whose Poincaré map has / or
/+1 contracting dimensions, respectively. As in [2], this defines a new NMS
vector field, say V, which is homotopic to V and such that also

J(V) J(V), (19)

since we hâve added two closed orbits which are homologous but whose Poincaré

maps hâve fixed point indices of opposite sign, namely (-\)n~1~] and (-l)n~2~J,

respectively.

3.

THEOREM 1. We assume n dim M>4. Let a e HX(M; Z) be arbitrary, and
let 2 be any homotopy class of nonsingular vector fields on M. Then there is a NMS
vector field VeSè such that J(V) a. It follows from structural stability that there is

in fact an entire C1 neighborhood N(V) such that

V'€N(V)=>J(V') a.

Proof. We begin by constructing an example of a certain NMS vector field Xx
on the solid torus B S1 x D2. We construct Xx by a round handle décomposition
B=R°+R1. As in Section 5 of [2], R\ i 0, 1 is supplied with a nonsingular
vector field having exactly one closed orbit, whose Poincaré map is hyperbolic
with i contracting dimensions. In coordinates the vector field on R°=S1xD2 is

given by d/dO + Xt d/dx1 + x2d/dx2, and the vector field on R1 S1xD1xD1 is

given by dld<p-y1dldy1 + y2dldy2. The attaching région d-{Rl) is defined by
{(<P> yi, y2)€ R11 |yi| l} and is the disjoint union S1xS°xDl of two annuli
A_1 S1x{-l}xD1 and Ai S'xflJxD1.

We must specify, up to isotopy, the attaching map
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(where d(R°) d(Sl x D2) îs a 2-torus) Any h satisfying the following conditions
will suffice for our purposes

a) The composition A /t|A °)ç jR° mduces an isomorphism H\(A ,)-

b) h{Ax) deforms to a point in d(R°)
c) A_i and Ai are embedded in d(R°) with opposite orientations

LEMMA 1 If h d+CJR1) -> d(jR°) satisfies a), b), c) above, then the quotient

space R° + R1 R°UR1/x~h(x) is diffeomorphic to a sohd torus

Proof By the isotopy extension lemma [6] an isotopy of an embedding of the

core circle of A, i=±l extends to an isotopy of ail of d-iR1) Usmg this ît i&

straightforward to show that if h satisfies a), b), c) then up to isotopy h(A-i) and

h (Ai) are as depicted in Figure 2 (after embedding R° appropnately in R3)

Figure 2

Hence R° + Rl will resemble Figure 3

Then performing the isotopy indicated in Figure 4a) to d) shows the lemma

Now Xi is defined as the NMS vector field on B S1 xD2 induced from the

round handle décomposition of B desenbed above Let us assume Xx is normal to

dB
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Figure 3.

a)

Figure 4.
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b)

Figure 4 (cont'd).
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Figure 4 (conVd).

LEMMA 2. The first obstruction between Xx and Vo standard source vector
field Y on B vanishes in

H2(B, dB ; tt2(S2)) « Ht(B ; Z) « Z.

Proof. Let y d1(XuY)eH2(B,dB;Tr2(S2)). Then y is detected by its
Kronecker product (y, w) with the generator w of H2(B,dB;Z)^Z. Now w is

represented by {jc}xD2 B. Then i, Y), w> can be iden-
tified with an élément ce tt2(S2)~Z obtained as follows. Let S2 be the union of
two copies of {x}xD2 identified on their boundaries. Then choosing any framing
for T(B) restricted to {x}xD2, each of the nonsingular vector fields Xx and Y,

once they hâve been normalized to unit length, defines a map {x}xD2-»S2.
Thèse two maps agrée on {x} x dD2 and hence induce a map S2 —» S2 which is well
defined up to homotopy, and its homotopy class is c.

Now we notice that a circle which surrounds Ai (cf. Figure 2) bounds a 2-disc

D unique up to homotopy reldD, embedded in R° so that DndR0 dDDdR°
(see Figure 5). This dise D will correspond under the isotopy shown in Figure 4 to
a représentative of c. On D it is easy to see by inspection that up to homotopy
both Xi and Y can be represented in continuous coordinates xu *2 along D, and

x3 normal to D, via

+ X2 d/dx2

Thus c 0 in 7r2(S2) and the lemma is proved.
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Figure 5.

LEMMA 3. There is a NMS vector field X on B, exiting on dB, such that

a) X is homotopic to the source field Y rel (dB), and
b) J(X) 0; in fact each closed orbit of X bounds a dise in B.

Remark. Since NMS vector fields are structurally stable [9], X shows that
Fuller's example [7] is not just a "pathological" phenomenon.

Proof of Lemma 3. We know from the work of Hopf and Boltyanskii [5] that
if the first obstruction between two vector fields vanishes, then they are
homotopic if the second obstruction vanishes (as computed using
homotopic fields which agrée on the codimension-one skeleton). Since Xi and Y
agrée on {jc}xD2c S1 x D2 B, an arbitrarily small perturbation will cause them
to actually agrée on [x, y]xD2. Hence they agrée on the 2-skeleton of a certain
cell décomposition of B, namely on {x}xD2U{y}xD2UdB. (We continue to
dénote the perturbed fields by Xi and Y.)

Now we observe that the second obstruction d2(Xu Y) m% some positive
multiple of a generator î] of H3(B,dB; tt3(S2))«Z.

Let C, l<i<mbe disjoint nullhomotopic circles embedded in dB. In a small
tubular neighborhood of each C, we attach a cancelling pair of round handles
R° + RÎ (see Figure 6).

We supply JR? and Ri each with a single hyperbolic closed orbit whose

Poincaré map has, respectively, 0 or 1 contracting dimension. We also require
that the two closed orbits thus created hâve opposite sensé (i.e., represent both
generators of H^RVjR'HH^S'xD2)^!). This resulting vector field is X
(NMS after a small C1 perturbation by [1]).
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cutaway).
view

Figure 6.

Let us consider the effect of adding only one such cancelling pair R° + R1 to
B R° + R\ We extend the vector field on B + R° + Rx to a collar on dB just as

in [3], and we call this field by the name X'. We also extend Xx to the collar
(dB)xI, letting it be the vertical vector field d/dt there. We may now identify
BU(dB)xI with B by the usual isotopic déformation down the collar.

This gives us two vector fields on B, which we still call Xx and X'. The
construction above, done carefully, will resuit in their agreeing on the 2-skeleton

{x}xD2U{y}xD2UdB of B. To compute d2{Xu X')eH3(B,dB; tt3(S2)) we use

the same argument as in Lemmas 10 and 11 of [3], only noticing that the framed
cobordism class of QÔ1(<S) is indeed the generator of <f>i, the framed cobordism

group of 1-dimensional framed submanifolds in D3. This foliows immediately
from [4]. Hence d2(Xu X') générâtes H3(£,d£; 7r3(S2)), so is ±tj. By changing
the sensé of both closed orbits in ^° + .R1 if necessary, we may assume

(20)

Now we add ail m cancelling pairs Rf + Rjto B R° + R\ (with the proper
sensé to the closed orbits of the corresponding vector fields). Just as above we

identify the resulting space B + R?+JRÎ+---+R£t+.Rjn with B itself. Then

applying induction to the argument of the last paragraph we obtain

d2(Xu X) mr\. (21)
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Thus by the addition formula for différence cocycles, we hâve

-d2(X1,X) + d2(X1,Y)

0. (22)

Hence by [5], X is homotopic to Yrel(dB). By construction, each of the
2 + 2m 2(m + l) closed orbits of X bounds a dise in B. Hence J(X) 0.

LEMMA 4. Let W be an NMS vector field on the compact manifold P. In case
ôP=j= (D we assume W to exit on dP. Let Zk dénote a simple hyperbolic source vector
field on Dk, such as the positive vector field

k

Zk(x1,...,xn)=X x,d/dx, (23)
1 1

Then the direct sum vector field Wffi Zk is exiting on d(PxDk) (after appropriate
smoothing of the corner dPxdDk) and by a Cl-small perturbation W © Zk can be

made NMS.

Proof. It is straightforward to verify that the nonwandering set of W © Zk is a

finite union of hyperbolic closed orbits. Transversal intersection of stable and
unstable manifolds is then obtainable by a C^small perturbation that préserves
the truth of the previous sentence [1]. To see that W @ Zk exits on d(PxDk) it is

necessary to choose a "convex" straightening of the angle [6] of the product of
two half-spaces. We use charts where W and Zk are unit normal fields to the
boundaries and the resuit follows.

LEMMA 5. Let n>3. There is a NMS vector field Xn on the solid torus

S^ïD"'1 such that

a) Xn exits on S'xdD"1'1 d(S1xDn~1).
b) Xn is homotopic to a hyperbolic source NMS vector field on S1xDn~l,

through nonsingular vector fields which remain everywhere transverse to d(S1x

c) /(Xn) 0.

Proof. Let {Xjo^i dénote a homotopy through nonsingular fields between

X0 X and Xt= Y on SlxD2, as in Lemma 3. We define

Xn XffiZn"3 (24)
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on S1xDn~1 (obtained as in Lemma 4 on S1xD3xDn~3 by rounding the

corners). Then

{xrezn-3}0=sr551 (25)

provides a homotopy of nonsingular vector fields on S1xDn~1 which are each

transverse to d(Sl x Dn~x) by Lemma 4. It is easy to see that XJ= Y@Zn~3 is a

standard hyperbolic source vector field on S1xDn~1. Finally by Lemma 4 again,
Xn X0Zn"3 can be C'-small perturbed to a field Xn which is NMS. The
closed orbits of Xn will correspond to those of Xn and may be assumed to hâve
the same Poincaré maps. Then by définition of Zn~3 we hâve

where i* : H^S1 x D2) -^ H^S1 x Dn-1). Hence by Lemma 3, b), we are done.

Conclusion of proof of Theorem 1. In [3] we showed the existence of a NMS
vector field Vo in any desired homotopy class 2). As in [3], Lemma 5 (cf. Example
D, Section 1 of this paper) we may homotope Vo to another NMS field Vo
obtained from Vo by adding a cancelling pair of new round handles of index 0 and
1. By (19), J(V0) J(Vo) aosH^M), say. We may arrange that the S1 direction
of each of thèse new round handles represents the élément (-l)n(a-a0) in

We finally define V as follows:

(Voix)
if x is outside the new round 0-handle

Xn(x) if x is inside the new round 0-handle.

Hère we are identifying S1 x Dn~l of Lemma 5 with the new round 0-handle. We

assume a smooth interpolation near a collar of d(S1xDn~1) if necessary, to fit Vo
and Xn together smoothly. We also assume a C1-small perturbation if necessary
to make V NMS (as in [3], Lemma 4).

Hence V is a NMS vector field in Se, and by choice of embedding of the new
round handles and by Lemma 5, c), we hâve

a0 + a - a0 a as desired.

Remarks. The above technique shows that in dimension 3, the conclusion of
Theorem 2 holds when there exists a round handle décomposition.
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